Corona Restrictions at the CAI Bühl 2020
(Status June 18th, may change until the show starts)
Every Federation with more than 5 entries must send a priority list of drivers / classes in case
of total entries exceeding 94 places to Helmut Brinkmann hel.bri@t-online.de until June 22rd.
Entries will be confirmed until June 24th. All entry, stable and power fees must be payed via
bank transfer until June 30th! It is not possible to pay cash on the show!!! Entries without
payment will be cancelled.
The number of people on the showground is strictly limited. No spectators allowed. Per turnout only driver + 2 supporting persons. One coach and one chef d’equipe per nation allowed.
All people must be pre-registered by sending their family name, surname, address, email and
phone number by email to Kerstin.lamm@gmx.de until Saturday, July 4th or handover the
registration form on arrival.
Everyone must bring a non-medical face mask with him which must be worn in the toilets
and in the stable lane (not in the boxes).
It is not allowed to clean or harness horses in the stable lane, only in the boxes or at the
trailers/trucks.
We can offer showers!
We are not allowed to organize any social event like nations evening, prize giving ceremony,
etc. There will be one prize ceremony for the combined competition directly after every
cones competition in harness without any personal contact.
Every nation must announce a chef d’equipe who attends drawings of starting order, marathon briefing, etc. No additional drivers or grooms allowed.
Starting lists, results and further information are only available online: turnierdienstbrinkmann.de. For questions during the show you can call the registration office: +49 151
291 666 91 (Helmut Brinkmann)
We are allowed to offer beverages and some food as take-away.
The marathon course can only be visited with bikes/e-bikes, no motor vehicles allowed. No
guided tour with tractor.
Only driver and his registered persons are allowed on the carriage.
Registration point to enter the showground is at Hurststr. 31, 77815 Bühl. Opening hours are
Tuesday 12.00am to 9.00pm and Wednesday 9.00am to 3.00pm. You will be guided to your
truck parking.
People with fever, cough or any other symptom for Corona infection or being in contact with
an infected person within the last 14 days are not allowed to enter the showground.
Everyone has to keep 2 meter distance to other people (except from the same household)
at any time!!!

